ABSTRACT. Two Littlewood-Paley operators, the area integral and the function g^, are considered as operators on functions of bounded mean oscillation. It is proved that the image of a BMO function under one of these operators is either equal to infinity almost everywhere or is in BMO.
Introduction.
In [2] , John and Nirenberg introduced the space BMO of functions of bounded mean oscillation.
We say a locally integrable function / is in BMO(Rn) if there is a constant C so that for all cubes Q C R" there is a constant cq depending only on Q so that
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It is well known that cq can always be chosen to be the average of / over Q, (1/IQI) Jq f(t)dt. The smallest C that satisfies the definition is called the BMO norm of / and is denoted ||/||*. Identifying functions which differ by an additive constant makes BMO a Banach space. One interest in BMO is that many operators which are bounded on Lp, 1 < p < oo, but not on L°°, are bounded when considered as operators on BMO.
Wang [7] considered the g-function defined on BMO functions. Using a very simple proof, he proved THEOREM. Let f G BMO(R").
Either g(f)(x) = oo almost everywhere or g(f)(x) < °° almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending only on n such that \\g(f)\U <C||/||..
Thus, the g-function is not a bounded operator on all of BMO, but is bounded on the subset of functions whose g-function is finite almost everywhere. This leads one to consider whether the other Littlewood-Paley operators, the area integral S(f) and the g^ function, satisfy similar results.
In [3] , we prove estimates on the nonincreasing rearrangements of the three Littlewood-Paley operators. The techniques for all three are similar and the results yield information about the operators on spaces near L°°. Thus, it is not surprising that those techniques can be used to prove analogs of Wang's theorem. The main results of this paper are the following theorems. THEOREM 1. Let f G BMO(R"). Either S(f)(x) = oo almost everywhere or S(f)(x) < oo almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending only on n such that \\S(f)\U <C||/||.. THEOREM 2. Let f G BMO(R") and 1 < A. Either g*x(f)(x) = oo almost everywhere or <?A(/)(x) < oo almost everywhere and there is a constant C depending on n and X such that ||<7A(/)||* < C||/||».
The proofs of these theorems use a single crude estimate on the gradient of the Poisson integral and an improvement of a result of Fefferman and Stein [1] concerning the integrability of BMO functions. Related results have been obtained recently by Rubio de Francia, Ruiz, and Torrea [4] and Shi and Torchinsky [5] .
We note that Wang actually proved much more. There is a function / G L°° so that g(f) = oo and an h G L°° n L2 so that g(h) < oo almost everywhere while g(h) £ L°?. The pointwise relationships between these operators show his examples apply to the operators considered here. Further, there is an / G BMO n L2 (so ö(/)i S(f), g*x(f) are finite almost everywhere) but / g" L°°.
We assume all sets and functions are measurable. We use xe for the characteristic function of the measurable set E. If Q is a cube in R™, dQ stands for the cube concentric with Q and having edge length d times as long. We use C to denote constants which may change from line to line. They depend on the indicated subscripts and never depend on / or i.
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1. This section contains estimates of integrals of BMO functions and an outline of the proof of the main theorems.
We begin by defining the Littlewood-Paley operators.
For x G Rn and y > 0, the Poisson kernel for the upper half-plane, R"+1, is P(x,y) = cny(y2 + |x|2)~(n+1)/2.
The Poisson integral of / is
Since P is harmonic on R"+ , f(x,y) is harmonic. From the inequality
is the full gradient of f(x,y). It is surprising that this is the only estimate we use to handle the area integral and the Littlewood-Paley function. We need a better estimate for the g-function (see the end of §2).
Given a point x G Rn, define the right circular cone at x by Y(x) = {(z,y) G R™+1 : |^-cc| < y}. The ^-function g(f), the area integral S(f), and the Littlewood- 
To complete the proof, let R be the cube concentric with Q and having edge length y. Then [7] . For the sake of completeness, we sketch the proof.
Suppose Tf ^ oo almost everywhere. Then E = {x: Tf(x) < oo} has positive measure. Let x be a point of density of E. Let Q be any cube centered at x and set fQ = (1/IQI) ¡Q f(t) dt. Write / as
Since /q is a constant, Tfç is identically 0. Thus, Tfç is in BMO with BMO norm equal to 0. Therefore, Tf < TgQ + ThQ and ThQ < TgQ + Tf.
Since / G BMO(Rn), (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ||9q||2= (/ \f(t)~fQ\2d?j ^ClQl^WflU and gç G L2. Thus, TgQ is finite almost everywhere (see [6, pp. 89-91] ). Therefore, Tf(x) < oo at almost every point such that Thç(x) < oo. Let d = dn < 1. Since x is a point of density of E and Tgç is finite almost everywhere, there is a point x' in dQ (possibly x) so that Tf(x'), Tgç(x'), and (therefore) Thç(x') are finite. Assume we have proved for sufficiently small d, depending only on n, that there is a constant C depending only on n (and A) so that for all x G dQ:
(i) ThQ(x') < oo => ThQ(x) < oo, (iï)\ThQ(x)-ThQ(x')[<C\\f\U.
Fix a cube Q centered at x. As above, there is an x' G dQ so that Thç(x') < oo. By (i), Thç(x) and, thus, Tf(x) is finite almost everywhere in dQ. Considering only cubes centered at x with edge length equal to a positive integer shows Tf is finite almost everywhere.
We have left to prove that ||T/||, < C||/||«. Let Q' c Rn be any cube and set Suppose there is an x' G dQ so that 5(/iq)(x') < oo. There is a constant C, depending only on n, such that S(hç)(x) < oo and \S(hQ)(x) -S(hQ)(x')\ < CU/11, for all xGdQ. For S+ we have S+=(ff y1-n\^hQ(z,y)\2dzdy
The first term is bounded by S(ho)(x'). Suppose (z,y) G Y+(x) and t £ Q. If |i -x| < 2Q^/ny, then \z -t\ < \z -x\ + \x -x\ + \x -t\ < y + r + 20y/ny < SOy/ny.
If |i -x| > 20^y, we have |f -x|/2 <\t-x\-\z-x\<\z-t\<\t-x\ + \z-x\< 2\t -x\.
Therefore, we always have that \x -t\ + y is equivalent to \z -t\ + y. Using Since (z, y) G J(k), if t £ Q(k + 1) then \z -t\ + y is equivalent to |x -i| + y, and so it is equivalent to |x -t\ + 2kr. Thus, the sup is taken over all (£, r]) with |£ -x| < 6y and y/2 < r\ < 2y. This estimate, the definition of the Poisson integral of /, and Lemma 1.1 show that for y > r > \x -x[ \\VhQ(x,y)\2-\VhQ(x,y)\2\<Cn\x-x\y-3(l + log[y/r])2\\f\\l
Using the proof of the preceding lemmas, this is enough to prove (i) and (ii) for the g-function and, hence, the BMO result.
